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The East Midlands Improvement
& Efficiency Partnership is
committed to celebrating the
successful, innovative and
imaginative project work
that exists in the East
Midlands region.
The EM IEP Support Team
publish case studies showing
how East Midlands councils
are improving services,
and delivering significant
improvements and efficiencies.

Summary

▼

Procurement Lincolnshire is a
partnership between eight local
authorities in Lincolnshire designed
to deliver high quality Procurement
practice and substantial savings by
cooperation and collaboration.
Through innovation, promoting
sustainable procurement and good
practice the service is proving that
meeting tough savings targets in
a challenging economic climate
is achievable. Procurement
Lincolnshire is a flagship service
proving co-operation can lead to
considerable rewards for all those
involved.

The case studies are intended
to inspire councils in the region,
and indeed nationally, to
transform services and benefit
from the processes developed
by those councils that have
pioneered the way forward.
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The Issue
Procurement Lincolnshire is an
integral part of the Lincolnshire
Shared Service Partnership and
an important contributor to its
success. The eight Lincolnshire
authorities agreed six strategic
objectives under the Shared Service
Partnership Framework. The way
in which Procurement Lincolnshire
supports each objective is
summarised below:
Objective 1: Engage with local
people within their communities
Procurement Lincolnshire actively
engages with local suppliers as well
as the voluntary and the community
sector through a range of different
forums. Supplier engagement days
are held to give procurement officers
and local traders the opportunity
to meet and for the supplier to
learn how to effectively tender
for business or use e-tendering
for example. Workshops and
involvement in planning provide
further examples of our role in
educating and consulting the local
community. The feedback from
these sessions has been used to
improve the content of our website
and design training sessions for staff
and suppliers.
Objective 2: Develop and deploy
a joined up approach to achieve
seamless service delivery.
Procurement Lincolnshire is
a genuine shared service; its
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governance structure ensures
every partner is equal regardless
of size or wealth, consequently the
team deliver the same high quality
service to each stakeholder with
no authority receiving preferential
treatment. Today, every district
can tap into specific professional
procurement advice, previously
they would have been forced
to rely on consultants. Equally
significant is the fact that the
relationship between partners is
now harmonious and excellent
joint working takes place with all
authorities working towards a single
vision.
Objective 3: Offer a ‘one stop’
approach to customer services
Procurement Lincolnshire manages
a one stop interactive website for
all internal and external customers
as well as a dedicated procurement
helpline. All internal customers have
a clearly defined liaison person to
offer advice and support at every
stage of the tender process.
Objective 4: Simplify and rationalise
the way the way in which services
are delivered
Procurement Lincolnshire continues
to harmonise policy and procedure
relating to procurement. This has
been coupled with the development
of electronic procurement systems
for example the Lincolnshire
Procurement Card and e-tendering.
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Objective 5: Realise efficiency
savings to provide opportunities for
service transformation
The forecast expects us to gross
savings of just over £9 million in the
first five years, with over £3 million
in a full year thereafter
Objective 6: Ensure Lincolnshire is
able to attract and retain the best
people to deliver its public services

What you did?

Procurement officers are given
comprehensive, professional training
to fully prepare them for their
role. All posts are career graded
providing scope for development
and an attractive career path. As
a result, Procurement Lincolnshire
has guaranteed the quality of
recruitment, providing a more stable
workforce and therefore increasing
resilience

▼

Established a single team and set
of procurement processes
We have established a
single, effective team with full
administrative support. The
infrastructure required to provide
a quality service was identified
early and put in place. Staff have
been transferred from districts in
accordance with TUPE or recruited
elsewhere. A common set of
Contract and Procurement Rules
has been implemented throughout
the service to ensure uniform
practice

own strategies and its overarching
purpose is to support the delivery
of high quality public services and
offer value for money. Sustainability
is at the heart of the strategy,
environmental and other ethical
issues are principle concerns at
every stage of the tender process.
The strategy sets out an ambitious
work programme for Procurement
Lincolnshire that will deliver
substantial improvements in the
way that the Lincolnshire authorities
manage the procurement of goods
and services, thus ensuring public
money is invested wisely.

Developed a Single Sustainable
Procurement Strategy for
Lincolnshire
We believe that this is the first
single Sustainable Procurement
strategy adopted by all local
authorities within a county
boundary. It replaces the Partners’

Launched the Procurement
Lincolnshire website
We have launched a tailor-made,
Procurement Lincolnshire website,
which provides information, help
and guidance on procurement
activities for staff, elected members
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and suppliers. The site includes
tender opportunities, events,
useful links and frequently asked
questions. An important benefit of
this site is the ability to implement
procurement controls, for example,
through the use (mandatory) of
corporate contracts. The site has
proved to be popular with suppliers
and staff alike.
Developed our approach to
category management
We have undertaken a full spend
analysis (Spikes Cavell) and
developed an outline strategic
sourcing approach to eight core
categories of spend across all
eight authorities. We are working
with key delivery partners; Eastern
Shires Purchasing Organisation and
Mouchel, to further develop these
categories. This will allow us (when
required) to focus our attention
on the top suppliers (by spend) to
maximise purchasing spend for our
partners.
Introduced e-procurement/
streamlined processes
We have introduced electronic
tendering that has provided a
more secure environment than the
traditional paper process but has

also generated process efficiencies
and financial savings. E-tendering
has delivered a process saving of
approximately £2, 600 for each
completed tender. One can multiply
this figure (potentially) seven fold
as a single e-tender is now being
undertaken to meet the need of all
eight authorities where prior to 1
April 2008, eight separate tenders
may have been undertaken. The
audit trail using an e-tender is
also much improved, giving more
accountability and transparency at
every stage of the process.
The team has also rolled out the
use of the Lincolnshire Procurement
Card (Government Procurement
Card). The Procurement Card
is being used in all eight partner
authorities as an effective means
of buying low value goods and
services. Use of the card removes
typically 95% of administrative effort
(OGC figure) and makes day to day
buying easier for employees. The
card also ensures guaranteed ontime payment to suppliers therefore
promoting good relations between
purchaser and supplier. Since
their introduction over 800 cards
have been issued with many more
currently on order, spend stands at
£1.3m presently.
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The Impact

▼

Delivered cashable savings in
excess of £1 million in the first
year of operation
Cash savings have been delivered
across a range of goods and
services. The sensitivity analysis
in the detailed business case was
deliberately conservative, predicting
gross savings of £9 million in the
first 5 years but we are optimistic
that we can surpass this and if we
increase the savings by just 1%
then we could expect to achieve
almost £16million savings in 5 years.
Delivered process savings of
nearly £500,000
A key benefit of the shared
procurement service is the dramatic
reduction in duplication of effort
and processes. This in turn leads
to genuine process savings of
over £400,000 and in our first year
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we have significantly reduced the
number of tenders that are being
undertaken (typically one tender is
now carried out in place of up to
eight individual tenders).
Established a successful
collaborative service
Through consolidation of
Procurement expertise and practice
Procurement Lincolnshire has
been able to act as a successful
shared service. Today, every district
can tap into specific professional
procurement advice, previously
they would have been forced
to rely on consultants. Equally
significant is the fact that the
relationship between partners is
now harmonious and excellent
joint working takes place with all
authorities working towards a single
vision.
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Lessons and risks

▼

A number of challenges have
been overcome to reach this
stage as amalgamating services is
notoriously difficult. The political
sensitivity (a great deal of money
was at stake as well as the natural
resistance to ‘losing’ a local
service) was managed, consensus
between eight different authorities

Role of EM IEP

was not easily won and required
engagement with numerous different
groups. This consultation allowed
trust to develop which in turn led to
cooperation, allowing a countywide
shared service to be created.

▼

Regional Improvement and
Efficiency Partnerships (RIEPs) are
politically led partnerships of local
authorities working together at a
regional (and often sub-regional)
level on shared improvement and
efficiency priorities. Formed in
April 2008, they seek to use local
connections and knowledge to help
councils improve their services and
become more efficient.

The East Midlands Improvement
and Efficiency Partnership (EMIEP)
and its predecessor organisation
(the East Midlands Centre of
Excellence) has supported and
provided funding to help establish
Shared Procurement Service for
Lincolnshire.
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Contacts and Further information

▼

For more information, please contact:
Organisation:
Procurement Lincolnshire
Address :
Room 4-09 Orchard House
Orchard Street
Lincoln
LN1 1YL

Name:
Andrew Foster
Job Title:
Assistant Director
Organisation:
East Midlands Improvement and
Efficiency Partnership

Email:
procurement.lincolnshire@
lincolnshire.gov.uk

Tel: 07921 491 698

Web:
www.procurementlincolnshire.co.uk

Web:
www.eastmidlandsiep.gov.uk

Email:
andrew.foster@nottscc.gov.uk

For all the latest news, guidance, best practice case studies
and video case studies visit our website:

www.eastmidlandsiep.gov.uk
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